PROPOSAL 249 - 5 AAC 35.525. Lawful gear for Registration Area J. Establish 20 pot gear limit for vessels participating in the South Peninsula District commercial Tanner crab fishery and cap the total number of pots allowed in the fishery at 1,000 pots, as follows:

Overall Limit 1,000 pots

Each-Boat-20 pots

(A) That will give everybody
   A chance at The fishery

(B) Help smaller boats
   weather is a issue
   safety is a Issue

What is the issue you would like the board to address and why? South Alaska Peninsula Tanner Crab 20 pot Limit Tanner Crab! 5AAC 35 525

crab are having A hard Time Coming back, A smaller Pot Limit will help everyone Including The crab.
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